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21-cm radio signal





Gas collisions

UV -photons from early stars

CMB photon absorption











21CMFAST 
Messinger et al. 
MNRAS 2011





First 21-cm observation , Bowman et al , Nature 2018



Spin temperature implied by EDGES

Ts(z = 17) = 3.26+1.94
�1.58 K

Predicted spin temperature Ts(z = 17) � 6.8K

Barkana et al 1803.03091



by spin flip interactions.



Barkana, Nature, 2018Baryon-DM interaction ?









QCD Axions

Axion mass

Axion dark matter density



Sikivie (2014)

First term can cause spin flip by axion emission/absorbtion 
by electron or proton in HI



• Axion coupling too weak to give observable effect. 

• Spin flip process raises spin temperature not 
lowers it. 

Auriol, Davidson, Raffelt  1808.09456



Spin temperature from spin flip

n1

n0
⌘ 3 e�T⇤/Ts

If {J = 0,M = 0} $ {J = 1,M = 0,±1} are in equilibrium

n1 = 3n0 therefore Ts ! 1

True for photon mediated transitions



However …for axion mediated spin flips

J=0 state connects to only one of the J=1 states



If axion spin flip is the most dominant process

and the spin temperature goes towards  

We need   Ts ⇠ 1.68 K

Taking into account all processes (including axions)



Transition by axion emission/absorption

Transition amplitude

Decay width



Numerical value

Rate for photon induced transitions



We need effects first order in       …coherent spin flipfa

Jaynes-Cummings model
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Axion induced transition frequency

Spin-oscillations in axionic bath

Mixing angle



1-0 transition amplitude by axion emission



Transition probability

Taking into account decoherence due to photon process

E10 = Ea =

p
m2

a + p2a for any ma



Axion induced transition rate

np = 0.45⇥ 10�3eV3

Number of thermal axions at z=17



Rate for photon induced transitions

Axion process competitive with the photon process!



Thank You



Axion mass depends upon the temperature

arXiv:0910.1066Olivier Wantz, E.P.S. Shellard



If ma(T ) = E10 at T < 1eV

Mixing angle ✓ =

⇡

4

at some earlier era


